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What is the sub-contract notice facility?
The sub-contract notice facility has been developed to allow prime contractors on public
contracts to advertise their sub-contract opportunities on the Public Contracts Scotland
portal (PCS).
The sub-contract notice facility has two main benefits:
1. It provides opportunities to suppliers who may not be in a position to bid for the
main public contract but who are capable of delivering works, products or services
to the project
2. It provides the prime contractor with an opportunity to establish their supply chain
in a competitive environment
This user guide is intended as guidance to those prime contractors (“Contractors”) who
wish to use this facility.
Contractors who are approved to use the sub-contract notice facility are given access to
the sub-contract notice suite, allowing them to publish their requirements on PCS. This
can be in the form of publicly advertised notices or request for quotation exercises
restricted to those suppliers selected by the contractor.
A variety of additional options are available to the contractor to assist them with their
procurement process by having all functions online in the one place – Additional
Documents, Questions and Answers and the Electronic Submission Postbox.
Who can use the sub-contract notice facility?
In the first phase of the sub-contract notice facility, beginning in April 2012, it will be
rolled out to first tier contractors on major public contracts only. In some cases the
contractor will be obliged by a re-tender clause in their public contract to advertise subcontracts through PCS, however any first tier contractor can apply for approval to publish
sub-contract notices.
Approval will only be granted to those contractors who have either won a public contract
or have pre-qualified to tender on one as each sub-contract notice published must be
linked to a public contract notice.
Eventually the sub-contract notice facility will be rolled out to suppliers down each tier of
a public contract.
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How do I register as a Contractor to create and publish sub-contract notices?
In order to be approved to publish sub-contract notices you must send a request through
PCS to the support desk. The support desk will respond to the application within one
working day.
There are two routes to request access, dependent on whether you are a current user of
the portal or are registering for the first time.
If you are a new user to PCS you should follow these steps:
1. Click on the “Register” on the home page

2. Select to register as a Prime Contractor
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3. Check if your organisation is already established on PCS with the ability to
publish sub-contract opportunities by entering your organisation name into the
Existing Organisation section and clicking “Search”

If your search delivers a match then click on the name of your organisation and proceed
to step 5. If no results are found then go to step 4.
4. If no results are found this means your organisation is not set up on the PCS system
with access to the sub-contract notice facility. As such you will need to apply for
approval for your organisation to be given access. To do this enter the name of
your organisation in the New Organisation section and click “Submit”

5. Fill in the registration form with your personal and organisation details as
requested. You must also answer the section relating to details of your Prime
Contractor Status to help the PCS support desk process your application.
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Choose one or both options relating to whether you have won a public contract or have
pre-qualified to tender on a public contract by ticking the relevant boxes. Provide text in
the “Further Information” box explaining the project or projects you are involved in for
which you are using the sub-contract notice facility. Click “Submit” to complete your
application.
If you are an existing Supplier user on PCS you should follow these steps:
1. Log into PCS which will direct you to your Supplier Control Panel. From the Control
Panel click on the link “Register to publish sub-contract opportunities”.
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2. Check if your organisation is already established on PCS with the ability to publish
sub-contract opportunities by entering your organisation name into the Existing
Organisation section and clicking “Search”

If your search delivers a match then click on the name of your organisation and proceed
to step 4. If no results are found then go to step 3.
3. If no results are found this means your organisation is not set up on the PCS system
with access to the sub-contract notice facility. As such you will need to apply for
approval for your organisation to be given access. To do this enter the name of
your organisation in the New Organisation section and click “Submit”

4. Choose one or both options relating to whether you have won a public contract or
have pre-qualified to tender on a public contract by ticking the relevant boxes.
Provide text in the “Further Information” box explaining the contract or contracts
you are involved in for which you are using the sub-contract notice facility. Click
“Submit” to complete your application.
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Do I need a separate registration to carry out Supplier Functions?
Being registered as a Contractor user allows you to use the sub-contract notice facility
whilst maintaining a Supplier profile. This allows you to record your interest in notices
you want to bid on, submit responses online, maintain a notice alert service and carry out
all other supplier functions. When you log into PCS as a Contractor user you are
automatically taken to the Buyer Control Panel. If you wish to access your Supplier
Control Panel you can do so from the left hand menu of the website by selecting Suppliers
> Supplier Control Panel.

Sub-Contract Notice Types
Sub-Contract Opportunity
The Sub-Contract Opportunity notice allows you to advertise sub-contract requirements
for public contracts which your organisation has been awarded. The notice is published
in the public domain on PCS and can be viewed by all suppliers.
The notice can be a single stage or dual stage procedure. A single stage procedure means
that you invite tender responses from any supplier who wishes to bid on the contract. A
dual stage procedure means you ask any supplier interested in bidding to go through a
qualification stage first, inviting a select few through to the tender stage.
Speculative Sub-Contract Opportunity
The Speculative Sub-Contract Opportunity notice allows you to advertise sub-contract
requirements for public contracts which your organisation has pre-qualified to bid on.
This is designed to help you in the process of writing your bid.
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Other than the title and an automatic disclaimer explaining that a contract is not
guaranteed, the Speculative Sub-Contract Opportunity notice is identical to the SubContract Opportunity Notice.
Sub-Contract Award Notice
The Sub-Contract Award notice is a mechanism to record which supplier(s) won a contract
following the publication of an opportunity notice. The winning bidder(s) and the value
of the contract(s) awarded are requested.
The award notice is not published in the public domain but the data provided is made
available to the Scottish Government for reporting purposes.
When the award notice is submitted an e-mail is sent through PCS to the selected
successful and unsuccessful bidders informing them whether they were successful or not.
Details of the successful bidder(s) will not be disclosed to the unsuccessful ones.

Stage 2 Notice
The Stage 2 notice allows you to conduct the second stage of a dual stage procedure on
PCS, inviting those select suppliers you wish to take to the second stage. The notice is not
published in the public domain.
Quick Quote
The Quick Quote system allows for the distribution of requests for quotations to selected
suppliers only rather than being published in the public domain. Supplier searching
mechanisms exist for you to establish your invitation list.
Quick Quote Awards
The Quick Quote Award function operates in the same way as the Sub-Contract Award
notice to notify bidders and the Scottish Government of the outcome of a Quick Quote
exercise.
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Buyer Control Panel – Notice Creation
All your notices are managed from your Notices menu, which is accessed from your
Buyer Control Panel.

The notice options on the control panel allow you:
- Create a new notice (Speculative or Sub-Contract Opportunity)
- View a list of unpublished notices (Speculative or Sub-Contract Opportunity, SubContract Award) created by you
- View a list of unpublished notices (Speculative or Sub-Contract Opportunity, SubContract Award) created by your organisation
- View a list of published notices (Speculative or Sub-Contract Opportunity, SubContract Award) created by you
- View a list of published notices (Speculative or Sub-Contract Opportunity, SubContract Award) created by your organisation
- Go to your Quick Quote Control Panel
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- Go to your Stage 2 Control Panel
- Access ESPD Scotland
Creating a Speculative or Sub-Contract Notice
Creating a Speculative or Sub-Contract Opportunity notice is done by clicking the
“Create New Notice” link.
You will be asked to provide information on the type of notice you wish to create. This
will determine the questions that you are asked to complete.
The initial stages of notice creation are as follows:
1. Provide a working title for your notice. This title is only visible to your
organisation and is not included in the public notice.
2. Select the notice type you wish to publish – whether it is a Sub-Contract
Opportunity or a Speculative Sub-Contract Opportunity.
3. Select the nature of the contract – whether it is Works, Services or Supplies
4. Select the procedure type you wish to follow – whether it is a single stage or dual
stage procedure.
5. Confirm your choices or choose to edit them.
Once you confirm your choices an unpublished notice has been created in your
unpublished notice workspace. You will be presented with a list of questions you must
answer in order to submit the notice.
Clicking “Next” will navigate you to the first question.
Mandatory fields are marked with a red asterisk. Once you have completed the
question you can click “Next” to save your answers and move to the next question in
the form or “Save” to save your answers and stay on the same page. The “Close” button
returns you to your unpublished notice workspace.
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If you encounter a question you are unable to answer you can use the drop-down “Go
to question” menu to navigate to the next question, returning to the unanswered one
at a later time.

Every notice must be tied to the public sector contract notice to which it refers. In order
to complete your notice you will need the Notice ID of the public sector notice.
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There are a number of ways to obtain this ID:
- The buyer may be able to provide you with it
- If you recorded interest in the notice it will be available in your Interest List
through your Supplier Control Panel
- You can perform a search on the “Browse Notices” page
- You can contact the PCS support desk
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Additional Notice Options
A number of additional options are available to you which must be selected during
notice creation if you wish to use them. To activate your preferred options you should
tick the relevant box.

Noted Interest List
This allows suppliers to record their interest in your notice. You can then communicate
with all these suppliers through your published notice workspace and can view and
download the list.
Additional Documents
You can upload documents to your notice, allowing organisations who have registered
their interest to access these documents. There is no file size limit for individual
documents however the total size of all the documents attached cannot exceed 100Mb.
Documents can also be added or replaced from your published notice workspace once
your notice has been published.
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Questions and Answers (Q&A)
You can choose to receive and answer questions from suppliers through PCS. You are
asked to elect a user to be responsible for handling questions received. When a
question is submitted that user receives an e-mail informing them so and requesting
that they log into the portal to answer or discard that question. If the question is
answered then all organisations who have registered their interest receive the question
and the answer by e-mail. If it is discarded an e-mail is sent to the user who asked it
informing them so. The Q&A function is anonymous in that the buyer does not have
sight of who asked each question.
Electronic Postbox
A secure electronic postbox is available for you to receive responses from suppliers
through PCS. For more information on the postbox please see the Postbox User Guide.
Notice Publication
Once you have completed the creation of your notice you have the option to preview it,
publish it or return to your notice workspace and publish it later.
Once you are ready to publish click the “publish” option. The notice will then be sent to
the PCS support desk’s publication queue where it will be approved before being
submitted to the website.
If any issues are found with the notice you will be contacted by the PCS support desk to
resolve them.
Notice Deadlines
To allow ample opportunity for suppliers to respond, the deadline you provide on your
notice should be no less than 5 working days.
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Stage 2 Notice
If you elect to conduct a dual stage procedure you can distribute the stage 2 notice to
your selected suppliers once the deadline has passed on the first stage. All the
additional options are available on the Stage 2 notice. For more information please see
the Stage 2 User Guide.
Sub-Contract Award Procedure
Every Speculative or Sub-Contract Opportunity Notice should have an award notice
associated with it once the estimated award date has passed. If no award has been
made then you should cancel the notice through your Published Notice Workspace. If
the notice has resulted in an award then you should submit an award notice.
To do this you must open the opportunity notice from within your published notice
workspace and click the “Award” button.

You are then asked to fill in a short form detailing the winning bidder(s) and the value of
the award. You are also required to communicate the outcome to the bidders through
an e-mail sent from the PCS system.
This is done by selecting the winning bidder(s) from the database in the question
“Successful Bidder List”. If you enabled the Noted Interest function then a list of
suppliers who noted their interest will be presented and you can add them as a
successful bidder by clicking “Add” next to their name. If you didn’t enable the Noted
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Interest Function then you can use the “Search” mechanism to find the supplier(s) in
the PCS database.

On clicking “Add” you will be asked to provide a value for the contract award, which
must be entered as a numeric value. This information will not be published or shared
with the suppliers. It is recorded for statistical analysis carried out by the Scottish
Government.
On clicking “Next” you will be asked to provide text for the ‘successful e-mail message’
which is automatically dispatched to the successful bidder(s) selected when you submit
your award notice. Default text is provided by the system but if you wish to amend this
text you can overwrite it.
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The above process is repeated for the unsuccessful suppliers.
Once you complete the Sub-Contract Award notice you should proceed to release it. As
the notice is not published on PCS it does not go to the PCS support desk for approval.
The details are automatically added to the database for reporting purposes and the emails are dispatched from the system.
Quick Quote/Quick Quote Award
The Quick Quote function is currently used by public bodies. Please see the Buyers
Quick Quote User Guide for further information. The only major difference with the
sub-contract notice Quick Quote procedure is that Quick Quotes distributed by
Contractors must be tied to a public sector contract notice.
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Access Levels
Contractor users can be assigned different access levels within the organisation which
allows for a hierarchical structure to control notice publication.
Controller access allows for a ‘super user’ with access to all Buyer functions and the
responsibility to assign access levels to other users and manage the organisations
functions.
The other access levels are:
Authority User – Essentially ‘read only’ access. This allows a user to be aligned to the
organisation and view all the notice but doesn’t allow them to edit or publish notices.
Editor - Allows a user to create and edit sub-contract opportunity notices and award
notices but doesn’t allow them to publish notices.
Publisher – Allows a user to publish sub-contract opportunity notices and submit award
notices.
Postbox Opener – Allows a user to be selected to open the electronic postbox.
Quick Quote Editor – Allows a user to create and edit Quick Quotes and Quick Quote
Awards but doesn’t allow them to submit these notices.
Quick Quote Publisher - Allows a user to submit Quick Quote and Quick Quote Award
notices.
Award Reminder e-mails
The Controllers of all organisations are sent a contract award reminder e-mail on the
first Monday of every month. This e-mail lists all sub-contract opportunity notices,
speculative sub-contract opportunity notices and Quick Quotes which have passed their
estimated award date but do not have an award notice related to them.
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